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• Patient and Public Involvement (PPI)

• ‘Research being carried out ‘with’ or ‘by’ members of the public (including 

patients and carers) rather than ‘to’, ‘about’ or ‘for’ them’ (INVOLVE)

• Increased over the years, but quality varies a lot and tokenism remains an issue

• Public partners are most frequently involved in steering committees and 

protocol development, but interest in PPI in trial methodology has raised

Background
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Motivation

• Statistics and numerical aspects underpin how trials are conducted and, more 
importantly, what they can tell us about treatments available to patients

• Statistics and numerical aspects are often based in context – they come from 
our interpretation of reality
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Motivation

• There are numerous statistical and numerical aspects of trials that are up for 
discussion, but often the discussion involves statisticians, clinicians or other 
researchers

• How can we better involve patients in these discussions?
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• Numerical aspects

• ‘any aspects of a trial where people measure (or plan to measure), manage, 

analyse or share information that is presented as one or more numbers’

What do we mean by…?
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• Stage 1: Focus group with public 

partners to discuss experiences and 

interest in involvement in numerical 

aspects of research

• Stage 2: Prioritise patient and public 

involvement in numerical (number) 

aspects of trials 

PoINT
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Stage 1: What are patient and 
public partners experiences?

We aimed to understand public partners’ experiences and opinions regarding 
their involvement in numerical aspects of research 

• online focus groups with public partners recruited via online platforms and 
analysed using inductive thematic analysis 

• Eligible participants were 

• adults, UK-based public partners 



Stage 1: Results
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Theme 1: Determinants of PPI in 
numerical aspects

• Subtheme: Relationship with researcher and research environment (key in 
ensuring partners feel comfortable and confident asking questions about 
numbers)

“It’s doing it in such a way that you’re not devaluing the other person; you’re not 
making them feel as though they are stupid, and you really want to engage with 

them and understand their perspective, and that’s people skills.” [P2, FG1]
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Theme 1: Determinants of PPI in 
numerical aspects

• Subtheme: Public partner’s confidence

• Numerical aspects are seen as particularly challenging to discuss and even 
intimidating to some, so confidence is key

“But I’d like to learn a bit more, so I could ask questions and start to be more 
effective in this kind of setting where there’s a whole bunch of things I don’t know 

about, as well as the numerical stuff. But I sense that the clinicians aren’t that 
confident either and they just get in a statistician as soon as they get to the 

numbers bit.” [P3, FG2]
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Theme 1: Determinants of PPI in 
numerical aspects

• Subtheme: Communication of numerical aspects

• Participants strongly emphasised the importance of communicating in a 
clear and non-technical way

• “Somehow or another, I think there needs to be a statistics for dummies book. 
We had, several years ago now […] a speaker at one of the consumer forum 
meetings […] he came and talked to us, and somehow or another, statistics 

became very human, and it needs someone like him, someone with his skills, to 
write statistics for dummies.” [P1, FG2]
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Theme 2: Identity and role

• Public partners felt they should be involved in the assumptions that go into 
defining numerical aspects and the analysis of research

• Public partners’ role in the analysis was felt to be less obvious and more 
controversial 

• Public partners showed interest on the translation and dissemination of the 
outputs to a wider audience.

• “So I think we should leave the statisticians to do the real heavy duty stuff, but I 
think we need to be involved at both the start and the end of the process so that 
the ordinary person in the street can understand and see what’s going on.” [P4, 

FG1]
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Theme 3: Impact
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• Scrutinise 
researcher’s 
assumptions

• Discuss them 
openly

Transparency

Better research 
& more fulfilling 

PPI



Stage 1: Reflections

• Public partners believed being involved in numerical aspects of research is 
important and should be facilitated, but communication about these aspects 
needs to be clearer. 

• An environment and relationship with researchers that facilitates that will 
include 

• time for discussion, 

• support to improve knowledge and confidence, 

• clear language and definitions &

• trust 
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Stage 2: What numerical aspects are a 
priority?
• We aimed to identify priorities, according to multiple stakeholders, around the 

most important numerical aspects in trials to involve patients and the public.

• We focused on a sub-set of numerical aspects – either numbers or their 
interpretation (for example, target differences, recruitment projections)

• Online priority setting meeting with UK- and Ireland-based stakeholders and 
followed James Lind Alliance methodology. 
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Stage 2: The priority setting meeting

• 14 experts from different backgrounds (including trial management, statistics, 
patient and public involvement coordination and three experienced public 
partners in trials)

• 12 numerical aspects were pre-selected via:

• Literature review

• Expert knowledge

• Survey of trialists
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Stage 2: The priority setting meeting

Introductory 
plenary session

Groups of 3 to 
prioritise top 3 
x 2

Final plenary 
session: vote 
anonymously in 
top 2 + 
discussion

Three most 
voted items 
were the top 3 
priorities
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Stage 2: The Guide
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https://www.abdn.ac.uk/hsru/w
hat-we-do/tools/index.php



Stage 2: The 12 numerical aspects

A. Target differences (clinically meaningful differences and non-inferiority margins)

B. Risk benefit trade-off

C. Expected contamination

D. Clinical equipoise

E. Randomisation allocation ratio

F. Discussions about representativeness of sample

G. Recruitment and retention projections

H. Stop/go criteria

I. Data monitoring committee discussions

J. Missing data

K. Cost effectiveness

L. Interpretation of trial results
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Stage 2: Results
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Stage 2: Results

• Target differences were consistently selected as part of participant’s priorities 
because they were seen as the closest numerical aspects to patient’s 
experience (“what is meaningful to patients?”); 

• Interpretation of results and dissemination of findings were considered 
important to improve communication with patients and trial participants and to 
ensure implementation of findings; 

• Value for money was also seen as close to patient’s experience and as a key 
piece in health policy decision making.
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• Survey 187 respondents (trialists in 
the UK)

• Used TDF to identify barriers and 
facilitators to PPI in numerical 
aspects of trials

• Examples of relevant domains

• Knowledge

• Skills and beliefs about capabilities 
(of partners)

• Beliefs about consequences

How can we facilitate this?
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Taking the conversation forward
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#PPINumbers
1 hour tweetchat
100 tweets
128k impressions



What comes next?

Target 
differences

How to best 
involve patients 
in defining and 
selecting them?

Non-inferiority 
margins -

involvement

Credibility 
of minimal 
important 
differences
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What comes next? INITIAL

INvolving patients and the public In sTatistIcal
Analysis pLans
• Explored creative methods to communicate 

about statistics
• Delphi survey coming soon – February 2022



What comes next?

Estimands project
SAVE THE DATES – 28th and 
29th of April (online)





Thank you



▪ Beatriz Goulão

▪ beatriz.goulao@abdn.ac.uk

▪ @beagoulao 

If you have any questions please contact:

Thank you
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